
The Curious Incident of the 
Dog In the Night-time

Act 2
1



Christopher goes on an adventure to find his mother.
First, Christopher goes to the train station.

2



The train station is very loud, full of strangers, and lots of 
busy movement.

3



A policeman helps Christopher buy a train ticket to London.
4



Christopher gets on the train to London.
The policeman tries to convince Christopher to go with him to the police station 
to talk with Ed.

5



The train leaves the station to go to London.
Christopher uses the bathroom on the train.

6



Christopher hides from the policeman behind luggage.

7



Christopher has to walk through the London train station, 
which is loud, busy, and full of strangers.

8



Next, Christopher has to take the London tube (or 
underground train) to get to Willesden.
The tube train is fast, full, and loud.

9



Christopher’s pet rat, Toby, escapes his cage.
Christopher has to save Toby the rat from being hit by the 
tube train.

10



Christopher is afraid to get on the tube train, and waits while many trains pass by.
Finally, Christopher gets on the tube train headed to Willesden.

11



Christopher buys a map.
Christopher follows the map all the way to the address on his mother’s 
letters: 451c Chapter Road, London NW2 5NG.

12



Christopher waits outside of the house since no one is home when he 
arrives.
Judy and Mr. Roger Shears come home.

13



Judy and Mr. Roger Shears are surprised to see 
Christopher.
Judy is excited, and invites Christopher in to the house.

14



Judy helps Christopher get read for bed.
Judy asks Christopher why he never responded to her letters.

15

?



Christopher explains that Ed told him Judy was dead.
Judy is sad and upset with Ed.

16



The next day, a Policeman shows up to check on Christopher.
Christopher tells the policeman he wants to stay with Judy.

17



Ed shows up to the house and demands to see Christopher.
Ed and Judy get into an argument.

18
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Ed tries to apologize to Christopher.
Christopher points his Swiss Army knife at Ed, and 
ignores him.

19



The Policeman comes back and makes Ed leave.
20



Judy and Mr. Roger Shears argue about if Christopher can stay. 
Judy wants Christopher to stay. Roger does not.

21

No!

Yes!



Christopher tells them he needs to go back to Swindon to 
take his Maths A-level test.
This test is very important to Christopher.

22



The next day, Judy tells Christopher his Maths A-level 
test will have to wait until next year.
Christopher screams and is very upset.

23



Later, Mr. Roger Shears is drunk. He is mean and grabs 
Christopher.
Judy stops him, and apologizes to Christopher.

24



At 4 o’clock in the morning, Judy and Christopher pack some 
clothes and leave the house.
Judy and Christopher drive back to Swindon.

25



Ed and Judy argue a little at the house, and Ed leaves to stay at a friend’s house.
Christopher and Judy can stay at the house in Swindon while they look for a new 
apartment without Mr. Roger Shears and without Ed.

26



Christopher wants to take his Maths A-level the next day, 
but Judy already cancelled them.

27



Judy and Christopher go to Christopher’s school.
Mrs. Shears yells at Judy and Christopher on the street.

28
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Judy and Siobhan meet.
Siobhan tells Christopher it is possible he can still take 
the Maths A-level test today.

29



Reverend Peters comes to watch Christopher take the Maths 
A-level test.
Christopher is tired and confused. 30
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Christopher takes a deep breath, says the Cardinal numbers, and 
focuses on the test.
He finishes the test. 31



Ed comes to visit.
Christopher tells Ed about how the test went.

32



Christopher tells Siobhan about the new apartment where he lives with 
Judy.
Christopher tells Siobhan about his new routine with time at Ed’s house 
and at Judy’s house. 33



Ed tells Christopher they will work on a project together to 
rebuild trust.
Ed gets Christopher a puppy, and Christopher names him Sandy.

34



Christopher gets the results of his Maths A-level test.
He got an A-star, the best result!

35

A-Star



Christopher tells Siobhan about his visit with his father.
Christopher tells Siobhan about his goals and dreams for 
the future: to become a scientist, or an astronaut.

36



Christopher reminds Siobhan of his recent adventures 
that he wrote in his book.
Siobhan tells Christopher they turned the book into a 
play, this play!

37



The actors bow.
38



Christopher comes back on stage and tells us about the 
big equation on his Maths A-level test.
Christopher explains how he solved the equation. 39



40
There is confetti. 


